
The Parish of St Mary-the-Virgin, Wivenhoe 
PCC Meeting on Tuesday 10th January 2017 at 7.30pm at The Rectory  

 

Welcome & opening prayer Peter welcomed Margaret and Helena who were returning after a period 
of absence. They both thanked everyone for their good wishes and prayers over the past year which 
they found very positive.  Erwin then opened the meeting with a reading he had used at 7 past 7 
recently.  He read two prayers from the Renewal of the Covenant which is traditional within the 
Methodist Church at this time of the year.   
Those present: Revd. Erwin Lammens; Bonnie Hill; Sue Jones; Derek Rulten; Graham Wadley; Peter 
Terry; Mary Jakens; Eric Jakens; Barry Smith; Rick Cawley; Marika Footring; Carolyn Martin; Graeme 
Martin; Glyn Stanway; Jan Marks; Nick Gustard; Margaret Bigwood; Helena Hughes; Ann Hanagan  
Apologies: Revd. Julia Murphy; Bill Eborn; 
Minutes of the PCC meeting of 13th December were approved and signed.   

Conflict of Interest: Bonnie Hill again declared her conflict of interest concerning the Transformation 
Project by virtue of her husband being approached to become the Chair of the Appeal. 

Minute 2017/1 Matters arising  
a) Litter in the Church porch – although the litter and abuse of the space had seemed to lessen, 

there had recently been a resurgence of activity.  It was hoped that the new porch gates could 
receive final approval by the DAC and be installed. Graham indicated that he was very concerned, 
for the first time ever, about entering the church alone in the evening due to the people within the 
porch. 

Minute 2017/2 Safeguarding 
a) Safeguarding declaration form for those who have received in-service training – ongoing 

Minute 2017/3 Finance  
a) All of the Christmas collections have been counted and the cash banked before the Year end.  The 

books are now closed for the preparation of the Accounts to 31 December 2016. The final draft of 
the accounts will be available to be sent to PCC Members prior to their next meeting on 14th 
February. 
Just before the year end, the Church received a generous legacy to be called the Langley-Bale 
Legacy in memory of the donor.  At the request of the donor's family, £821 has been used to cover 
the expenses of this year's Christingle, £2000 has been credited to the Annexe Fund and the 
balance of £7179 placed in a new restricted Fabric Fund, the Langley-Bale Legacy Fund, for the 
"repair, refurbishment, care, and replacement of items at St Mary's Church.   

b) Organ Expenditure: Graham explained that there had been a long standing problem with the 
sticking of tenor G on the pedal bourdon it has now become a significant issue as it is now 
permanently stuck and cannot be freed.  This makes the bourdon unusable and playing anything 
more difficult.  It was decided that a service call should be made to the organ specialist – it would be 
at least £120 for the call out fee and there Graham had no idea of the expenditure for the repair – an 
estimate was given of £200.  After discussion the expenditure of £250 was proposed by Sue Jones, 
seconded by Margaret Bigwood and unanimously agreed. 

c) Memorial Service fees for Canon Stephen Hardie: Erwin asked the PCC to consider the waiving of 
the PCC fee for the memorial service.  It was agreed by the PCC that the fee would be waived. 

d) Confirmation – Erwin explained that normally a Bible would be purchased for each candidate but 
they all had a copy already.  He suggested that Tom Wright’s book ‘Simply Jesus’ and a holding 
cross be purchased for each of the five candidates – the total cost would be £75.00.  It was 
proposed by Carolyn Martin, seconded by Derek Rulten and unanimously agreed by those present 
that the expenditure of £75.00 be authorised. 

Minute 2017/4 Correspondence: None 

Minute 2017/5 Fabric (building) report by Sue Jones, Eric Jakens and Peter Terry 
a) Lighting: ongoing 
b) Sound & AV: A meeting with Acoustics Engineer will take place on January 12th when loudspeakers 

and other elements of the scheme will be discussed.   
c) Church Porch Gates: The DAC have been chased up by Sue and Bonnie to find out exactly what 

the position is regarding the completion of the Faculty. There was still no news regarding the final 
approval. 

d) North Porch Eaves: Rod Catmur will start very soon. He is aware that inspection of the rafters etc 
when the tiles have been removed is required. 

e) Other Projects - ongoing  
Minute 2017/6 Church Building Committee – Community Room 
The latest plans had been circulated to the PCC just prior to the meeting for consideration.  The 
expenditure request, for £500 to be spent on amendment to the annexe design, made between the 



December and January PCC meetings had been approved via email.  Graham explained that there had 
been problems with the current designs due to a change of planning personnel at Colchester Borough 
Council and there was a fear that the application would be rejected.  As a result the application has 
been withheld from the planning committee.  More work was being undertaken by Inkpen Downie and a 
new design had been drawn up and circulated to the PCC.  There were some positive comments from 
the planners and those had been reflected within the new drawings, e.g. size of the extension, east 
elevation and the passage between the extension and the chip shop wall.  The new plan showed a 
smaller building footprint and an increased passage from one to two and a half metres.  A compromise 
had been made on the size of the kitchen and no storage area would be provided within the meeting 
room, however there was a storage area in the lobby. The zinc roof will be changed to clay tiles and will 
be a single pitch roof.  More details were expected in the next few days from Inkpen Downie.  The 
building committee doesn’t have the full dimensions yet.  The £500 is to produce the 3D drawings and 
when received the building committee will examine them; bring them back to the PCC for approval –
either via email or an extraordinary meeting; discuss with the DAC and then finally take them to the 
planning officers for their views.  A letter has been lodged regarding the way that our application had 
been handled as the design\plans had reflected the views of the planning officers in the past. This can 
be viewed on the Borough Council website.  A meeting is planned with the planning officers and will 
hopefully take place in the next few weeks.  Inkpen Downie are spending more hours on this than they 
are charging for and the PCC are grateful.   
The PCC were disappointed with the amount of compromises that had previously had to be made and 
the lack of continuity on the decision making process due to the changes of personnel within the 
Colchester Borough Council planning department.  There was a limit to the compromises that the PCC 
was prepared to accept. 
What happens now - New designs awaited, building committee to consider the designs; PCC to 
consider; Planning department to be consulted and then DAC to be approached. 

Minute 2017/7 Overseas Link – Box of Blessings ongoing 

Minute 2017/8 Health & Safety – ongoing 

Minute 2017/9 To receive reports and take questions on these reports from various church committees. 

Minute 2017\10 Mission & Ministry Unit (MMU)   
Erwin had downloaded the paper and this would be made available very soon. 

Minute 2017\11 Ministry, Children’s Ministry, youth work & young adults - Erwin Lammens  

a) Confirmation Service: 22nd January.  5 candidates are going forward.  PCC members were 
encouraged to attend the service on the 22nd January to show their support. 

b) Get to know your church – behind the scenes. 28th January in St. Mary’s Church.  Peter asked 
PCC members to indicate if they were attending.   

Minute 2017\12 Any Other Notified Business 
a) Window Guard – a repair was required.  It was decided that the repair had to be undertaken as 

soon as possible and Sue Jones suggested that perhaps Rod Catmur could repair it.  Eric will look at 
the fixings.  This was an emergency repair as there is a danger of illegal entry.  Steve Hart Metal 
Craft had moved to East Gates.  Eric will arrange the repair and try to make the grill look more 
secure.   

b) Peter will continue to give an update in Tidings.  It was suggested that a recipe from members of the 
PCC to be put in with a profile of the specific roles they undertake.  Eric and Sue will provide an 
article for March.  Marika will mention the idea at the next Communications Meeting. 

The meeting continued at 20.25. All present as before with the exception of Bonnie Hill. 
Minute 2017\13 Reordering & Response to the Transformation Project 
Peter Terry took those present through the paper:  ‘Towards a shared vision for our Church’ 
 

Decisions: 
The Annexe – The vision for the Annexe has consistently been that it should have a dual purpose – as a 
much needed space to be used by St Mary's but also as a venue that could be hired /used by the 
community. It was agreed that there was, therefore, no need to debate the vision for the annexe.  
 

The Nave –  It has long been accepted that the nave is a space that has been used by both St Mary’s 
and by the community for social / cultural / fundraising activities.  
Peter Hill's Transformation Project recognises this, but would like to see an even greater use of this 
space for hire by community groups and organisations. The PCC therefore needs to determine how 
comfortable it is with the use of the nave for secular events and to what extent this space should be 
made available. 
Questions asked:  
1. Do we wish the Nave to continue to be made available for hire by the Community? 

All present agreed that this should continue. 



2. Frequency / number of sessions available in any one week. 
Comments made: 
Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday evenings not available for hire. 
We must always be aware of the request for a funeral coming through at any time. 
Erwin had given this matter much thought and was certainly prepared to discuss with Peter H the 
availability of the nave during the mornings until midday and perhaps from 3.30pm – 4pm until 
6.30pm – 7pm. 
Market research would need to take place regarding which groups might hire / use the church on a 
regular basis. 

3. Do we need to put into place any hiring restrictions? 
Comments made: 
Space needs to be available and accessible to all. 
Perhaps groups could be encouraged to set up and replace chairs etc themselves. 
Need for a caretaker? 
There would certainly be a need to revisit our hiring document to ensure it ultimately covers all of the 
decisions made. 
If we proceed with The Transformation Project as proposed by Peter H, it would need to be accepted 
that we wouldn't remove the pews until the Annexe has been approved by CBC and The Faculty was 
in place. An application for the removal of the pews is, at this stage, likely to have a negative effect 
on the planning application. 

 

Remaining projects:  
It was suggested that possible funding streams for these could be: 

 Lighting and Sound to be funded by FOSM. 

 Redecoration and carpeting to be funded by the Ivan Newton legacy. 

 Seating to be funded by Community project and fund raising. 
Peter H is fully accepting of the fact that money has been identified to fund these projects and is 
therefore ‘ring fenced’. His research however confirms that to launch the Transformation Project as 
raising funds for both The Annexe and for the upgrading of the Nave would be far more attractive to 
both grant making bodies and to the wider community. To be able to say that the project was in a 
position to already identify a significant amount of funding would be incredibly powerful. 

PCC members were accepting of this and agreed that Peter T and Erwin should meet with Peter H to 
discuss the way forward. The following would need to be emphasised: 

 The PCC is not in a position to move forward on the removal of the pews or on any form of 
reconfiguration of the seating in the nave until the Annexe plans have received approval and a 
Faculty is in place 

 The PCC will proceed with The Transformation Project and therefore the overarching funding appeal 
for both the Annexe and the nave on the understanding that there is already considerable, identified 
monies that should be ring-fenced for such projects as lighting / sound / redecoration / re-carpeting. 
The St Mary’s community should assume responsibility for any future seating project 

 A constitution needs to be put into place 

 The PCC should agree the membership of the Appeal Committee. 

Meeting closed at 21.20.   Erwin closed the meeting by inviting PCC members to pray The Grace. 

Next Meeting: PCC Meeting 14th February at 19.30 at The Rectory 

 


